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Analytical Balances KERN ALS-A · ALJ-A

Analytical balances with a large weighing range, graphics display and  
user-friendly recipe weighing function – also as single-range semi-micro  
balance with unbelievably high resolution

KERN ALJ 200-5DA with optional ioniser 1, 
see accessories. High-precision semi-micro 
analytical balance. Thanks to its high level  
of precision, it is ideal for calibrating pipettes 
Note: To prevent evaporation we  recommend 
economical capillary tubes (see standard 8655)

Convenient recipe-weighing: with the recipe databa-
se, up to 99 recipes can be stored, each with up to 
20 recipe ingredients with name and target value

Clear printout with date and time. In addition, the 
components of the mixture are numbered automati-
cally and printed out with the name and weight

GLP/ISO record keeping: professional, detailed 
GLP Protocol, so that the balance is completely 
compliant with the relevant standard requirements 
in accordance with ISO, GLP and GMP

Order Hotline: Go to back page of catalogue
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The benefit of KERN  
accessories:
Count on it – everything fits together!  
Our product advisors can recommend the 
fitting accessories for your KERN devices,  
so that your individual weighing systems  
seamlessly work together in a stable and 
reliable way.

→  Didn’t find the right product in the  catalogue? 
You can find the full range of accessories and  
available KERN test equipment on the internet  

Draft shield rear panel with integrated  ioniser,  
to neutralise electrostatic charge, guarantees  
extremely rapid ionisation, KERN ABP-A01,  
see Analytical Balances

Solid weighing table 
Professionalism and security for 
a stable weighing environment. 
Suitable for all laboratory 
 balances, KERN YPS-03,   
see Accessories

For thermal printer,  
KERN YKH-01 or other 
suitable printers,  
see Accessories

Our accessory tips for all KERN laboratory balances

All details on DAkkS calibration certificates for test weights, our KERN  
calibration service and other useful information can be found here:  
www.kern-lab.com

Looking for the right test equipment? 
Sit back and relax! You will find that we have an enormous range of  
test weights and suitable calibration services – all in accordance with 
the current DAkkS guidelines.

For example, discover our DAkkS-calibrated KERN Safety Sets each  
with an appropriate test weight for correct adjusting of the balance,  
a small test weight for checking the minimum sample weight,  
plus space for another separate test weight.

Extensive details on all topics see Test Weights.

ALL-ROUND  
SECURITY IN DAILY 
LABORATORY LIFE  

For quality assurance and easy,  
compliant sequences in the laboratory, 
KERN offers you an extensive range of 
services and plenty of suitable accessories 
– we will be happy to advise you.
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KERN Pi togram:

MULTI

A) EU, GB

B) EU, GB, CH, USA

C) EU, GB, CH, USA, AUS
ALIBI

A) EU, GB

B) EU, GB, CH, USUSUSAAA

C) EU, GB, CH, U, U, USA,SA,SA,SA,SA,SA, AU AU AUAU AU AU AUSS




